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Abstract Neuroimaging showing brain abnormalities is increasingly being intro-

duced in criminal court proceedings to argue that a defendant could not control his

behavior and should not be held responsible for it. But imaging has questionable

probative value because it does not directly capture brain function or a defendant’s

mental states at the time of a criminal act. Advanced techniques could transform

imaging from a coarse-grained measure of correlations between brain states and

behavior to a fine-grained measure of causal connections between them. Even if this

occurs, bias and other attitudes may unduly influence jurors’ interpretation of the

data. Moreover, judges’ decisions about whether neuroimaging data is legally rel-

evant and admissible are normative decisions based on more than empirical evi-

dence. Advanced neuroimaging will better inform assessments of criminal

responsibility but will not supplant or explain away the psychological and normative

foundation of the criminal law.

Keywords Admissibility � Bias � Criminal responsibility � Empirical

judgment � Neuroimaging � Normative judgment � Probative value

1 Introduction

Data from neuroimaging of defendants’ brains is increasingly being introduced in

criminal court proceedings. The images are of structural or functional abnormalities

in brain regions associated with executive capacities. They are introduced by the

defense to argue that a defendant was impaired in the capacity to respond to reasons

or inhibit impulses when committing a criminal act. Neuroimaging in these cases is
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typically used to support claims of mitigation or excuse from criminal responsibility

for such actions.

But neuroimaging data has questionable probative value in the criminal law.

Responsibility is a matter of degree depending on the degree of control one has of

one’s behavior. Current imaging techniques showing structural or functional

features of a defendant’s brain cannot determine how much cognitive or volitional

control she had or lacked when she committed a criminal act and whether or to what

degree she was responsible for it. It is possible that advances in imaging will

transform it from a coarse-grained measure of correlations between brain states and

behavior to a fine-grained measure of causal connections between them. Although

advanced imaging showing these connections may not completely explain a

defendant’s behavior, it could make a more significant contribution to such an

explanation than current imaging techniques. Improved spatial and temporal

resolution of imaging could reveal subtle abnormalities in synaptic connectivity at

cellular and subcellular levels of discrete brain regions. These techniques could

include diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), which can reveal abnormalities in white-

matter fiber tracts, diffusion functional MRI (dfMRI), or diffusion spectrum imaging

(DSI). They may be able to elucidate how dysfunction in micro-level components of

interacting neural networks could disable parts of these networks and impair

different aspects of thought and behavior in different individuals.

After describing the limitations of existing neuroimaging techniques, I explore

some future possibilities of imaging that might overcome some of these limitations.

Structural imaging can identify relatively large anatomical abnormalities such as

cysts, tumors, or other malformations. Functional imaging can identify abnormal-

ities in regional blood flow and glucose metabolism as indirect general indices of

neural activity. While advanced imaging will not likely replace behavioral criteria

as the basis for judgments of criminal responsibility, it may clarify whether an

individual had or lacked control of her actions when behavioral criteria alone cannot

answer this question. By identifying underdeveloped or disrupted synaptic

connectivity at currently undetectable levels, more refined imaging may help to

explain why a person could know the difference between right and wrong but not be

able to translate this knowledge into appropriate actions or effective inhibitions.

This could better inform judgments of responsibility, mitigation, or excuse on a

case-by-case basis.

Imaging that could discriminate between normal and abnormal memory mecha-

nisms might also be able to determine whether a person failed to pay attention to a

situation or was unable to do this when charged with criminal negligence. In addition,

advanced imaging might identify biomarkers in the brain that could predict which

offenders would be more likely to re-offend and possibly which could be rehabilitated.

Imaging might also identify biomarkers in the developing brains of children or

adolescents that could predict a future of criminal behavior. This might lead to

psychological or pharmacological interventions in the brains of young offenders to

prevent them from re-offending or offending in the first place.

Even if these neuroscientific possibilities were realized in the foreseeable future,

they would not warrant a change from a psychological to a neuro-reductive account

of behavior and criminal responsibility. They would not show that whether or how a
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person responded to reasons or formed and executed intentions in actions could be

explained entirely in terms of brain function. The primary model of explanation for

the criminal law would remain a folk psychological model consisting of mental

states and specifically whether a person had the requisite mens rea for criminal

responsibility when performing a criminal act. Moreover, even if there was

consensus among neuroscientists in establishing the neurobiological meaning of

more technically sophisticated brain scans, and even if they educated judges and

jurors on this meaning, judges would still have to decide whether information about

the brain of a defendant was legally relevant. Judges would also have to decide

whether the probative value of this information outweighed the risk of jury bias,

prejudice, or misinterpretation of imaging data to make it admissible in court

proceedings. These are not descriptive, empirical statements about brain anatomy

and physiology but normative decisions reflecting social attitudes about how

reasonable persons are expected to behave. Features of the brain displayed by

advanced imaging could influence assessments of criminal responsibility without

eliminating their psychological and normative foundation (Vincent 2013a: 6).

2 Limitations of Neuroimaging

By pressing on or infiltrating brain regions regulating executive functions, a tumor

or other malformation detected by computed tomography (CT) or magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) could impair a defendant’s capacity to control her actions.

In most cases, localized structural abnormalities by themselves are not sufficient to

support such a claim. Most executive functions are enabled not by localized regions

of the brain but by distributed neural networks encompassing multiple interacting

regions. Because of redundancies in the brain and neuroplasticity, it is possible for

some regions in these networks to bypass or compensate for dysfunction in other

regions and thereby sustain the necessary cognitive and volitional capacities for

behavior control.

As Owen Jones and coauthors state, ‘‘many brain regions are involved in a wide

variety of functions, and this considerably complicates any effort to directly connect

a particular and unusual brain feature with a particular past behavior’’ (Jones et al.

2013: 734). It is also possible that a lesion detected by imaging has been present for

some time without adversely affecting any brain functions. Unless the anatomical

abnormality is large and displaces a significant area of brain tissue mediating

cognitive, affective, volitional, or motor functions, it will not establish whether the

individual had no control of his behavior, had limited control and difficulty

exercising it, or had full control but failed to exercise it. Current imaging may

provide correlations between brain abnormalities and criminal behavior. But

correlation is not causation, and therefore one cannot claim that a particular brain

abnormality undermined the relevant mental capacities and the person’s ability to

act in accord with the rule of law.

Some cases appear to involve a causal connection between a brain abnormality and

a criminal act or series of such acts. In the much-discussed case of a teacher in Virginia

who developed pedophilia and sexually assaulted his stepdaughter, structural brain
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imaging revealed a large meningeal tumor pressing on his orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)

(Burns and Swerdlow 2003). His altered behavior resolved when the tumor was

removed. Yet the behavior returned when a second tumor developed in the same brain

region. The history of the connection between the tumor and his actions confirmed that

it caused the change in his behavior and that he could not refrain from acting on his

pedophilia despite knowing that his behavior was inappropriate. He met the cognitive

criterion of criminal responsibility but failed to meet the volitional criterion due to an

inability to inhibit his impulses. The case illustrates that cognitive and volitional

capacities may diverge and that a person may retain one capacity but lack or lose the

other. The teacher’s failure to meet the volitional criterion because of the disabling

effect of the tumor on inhibitory mechanisms in his brain was sufficient to excuse him

from criminal responsibility for his actions. It is important to emphasize, however, that

the presence of the tumor itself did not justify excuse in this case. Rather, what excused

him was the extent to which the tumor impaired the relevant mental capacity and

prevented him from controlling his behavior.

In another case, Herbert Weinstein strangled his wife and threw her out of their

apartment window to make it appear a suicide (Jones et al. 2013: 734). A PET scan

showed a subarachnoid cyst that had replaced part of his OFC. Determining whether

the cyst caused Weinstein to lose control of his behavior and kill his wife would

require a base rate of the anatomical abnormality and the behavior associated with

it. It would require data on correlations between this particular brain feature and the

behavior of all people who have it. If not everyone with the same feature behaved in

the same way, then there would be no grounds for claiming that the feature caused

an individual’s criminal behavior. Jones and coauthors ask: ‘‘How many people are

walking around with similar cysts in their heads who do not strangle their wives and

throw them out of windows?’’ (Jones et al. 2013: 734). Even if neuroscientists and

legal theorists could establish such a base rate, a tumor would not necessarily affect

the behavior of every individual who had it in the same way. Cases in which an

anatomical brain abnormality alone can explain criminal behavior and be a

mitigating or excusing factor in judgments of criminal responsibility are rare.

Although functional brain imaging is a more recent and technologically more

advanced technique, it has more limitations than structural neuroimaging in

establishing correlations between brain abnormalities and criminal behavior. PET

scans detect glucose metabolism as a measure of activity levels in different brain

regions. fMRI uses the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal to measure

blood oxygen levels and blood flow in the brain as indices of brain activity. For the

law, the relevant regions are usually the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and adjacent areas

in the frontal lobes, the limbic system, and pathways connecting them. The PFC is

associated with regulating rationality, while the limbic system is associated with

regulating emotions such as fear and anger. But functional imaging showing

increased activity in the amygdala or decreased activity in the PFC alone would not

indicate that the activity in these regions was inhibitory or excitatory. Failure to

distinguish between inhibitory and excitatory functions and how they regulate an

agent’s mental states would leave open the question of whether someone like

Weinstein could have inhibited his impulse to kill his wife. Functional imaging

probably would not clarify what was ambiguous from structural imaging of his
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brain. Also, because of neural redundancy and neuroplasticity, imaging displaying

underactivity or overactivity in one region of the brain would not necessarily mean

that the entire neural network regulating reasoning and decision-making was

disabled.

There is an inferential distance between images of brain activity on PET or fMRI

and what actually occurs in the brain. These techniques do not provide ‘‘pictures’’ or

‘‘snapshots’’ of real-time brain activity. The signal-to-noise ratio in fMRI requires that

images be averaged over many trials in order to yield statistically significant results

(Roskies 2013). These scans are visualizations of statistical analyses based on a large

number of images and are more accurately described as scientific constructs than

actual measures of brain activity. Functional imaging generates group data, and one

cannot draw a direct inference from information about the brains of groups to

information about the brains of individuals and how they affect the mental states

issuing in their actions (Poldrack 2011). Adina Roskies points out that this ‘‘raises a

major concern for law about the degree to which functional data about individuals can

be interpreted, and whether and how scientific generalizations about brain function can

be rendered applicable to individual cases’’ (Roskies 2013: 45).

An additional limitation of functional neuroimaging is that scans of a defendant’s

brain are taken some time after the commission of a criminal act. Because brain

activity changes over time, scans cannot capture what was occurring in the

defendant’s brain and mind when he acted. They cannot provide a retrospective

diagnosis of the defendant’s neural and mental states at the earlier time. Nor can the

artificial setting of a scanner reproduce how factors in the defendant’s immediate

environment such as social cues influenced his brain and behavior when he acted.

Roskies and Walter Sinnott-Armstrong note that ‘‘even if there are functional

[brain] abnormalities at work in producing criminal behavior, it is not clear whether

they would be seen in situations temporally and contextually far removed from the

one in which behavior actually occurred (although this temporal gap might be less

of a problem when using structural as opposed to functional scans)’’ (Roskies and

Sinnott-Armstrong 2011: 109.). Brain anatomy does not change in the same way

that brain physiology changes. More importantly, a structural or functional

abnormality appearing on a CT, MRI, PET or fMRI scan will contribute to an

explanation of criminal behavior only insofar as it impairs or undermines the mental

capacities necessary for rational and volitional control of one’s actions (Vincent

2011, 2013a). What matters in determining criminal responsibility is not the brain

itself but what it might tell us about whether these capacities are intact or impaired.

These considerations raise questions about the probative value of imaging data

introduced as evidence in criminal cases. Among other things, this value is

questionable because of the potential of brain images to have an ‘‘outsized impact in

actual court proceedings—by having a more persuasive effect on jurors than the

facts warrant…’’ (Jones et al. 2013: 733). This impact may reflect the seductive

allure of brain images as symptomatic of a desire to find a neuro-reductive

explanation of behavior. For example, in the case of wife-killer Grady Nelson, in

which data from a quantitative electroencephalogram (QEEG) was presented to the

jury, one juror stated: ‘‘It turned my decision all the way around. The technology

really swayed me. After seeing the brain scans, I was convinced this guy had some
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sort of brain problem’’ (cited by Jones et al. 2013: 734.). The juror mistakenly

inferred that the ‘‘brain problem’’ was a ‘‘control problem’’ of impairment in the

defendant’s capacity to respond to reasons and inhibit his violent impulse. Jones and

coauthors note that brain images do not always have such an impact on juries (Jones

et al. 2013: 733). They could have the opposite effect in leading jurors to interpret

brain images as an aggravating rather than mitigating or excusing factor. They may

interpret images of neural dysfunction as signs of a ‘‘bad’’ brain. In the case of Brian

Dugan, who was being tried for the rape and murder of a 10-year-old girl, the trial

judge allowed a neuroscientist to describe findings from imaging of his brain as

evidence of psychopathy but did not allow him to show the images to the jury

(Hughes 2010). One can only speculate on whether the judge’s decision was

motivated by concern that the images would unduly influence the jury’s

interpretation of them as a mitigating or aggravating factor (Tabery 2012).

Ultimately, this did not affect their deliberation in giving Dugan the death penalty

(which was repealed in Illinois in March 2011).

More fine-grained neuroimaging may overcome some of the limitations of

structural and functional techniques that I and others have outlined. In particular,

information from this imaging may resolve some of the problems associated with

drawing inferences from groups to individuals by being highly case-specific (Jones

et al. 2013: 733) in explaining the relation between an individual’s brain and her

behavior. At the same time, advanced imaging may create new challenges for

neuroscientists in explaining to judges and jurors how subtle abnormalities or

changes in discrete regions of the brain could influence a person’s capacity to reason

and inhibit impulses.

3 Future Possibilities of Neuroimaging

In the case of Roper v. Simmons (2005), commentators noted that Christopher

Simmons’ immature frontal lobes at age 17 when he and a 15-year-old friend killed

Shirley Crook in 1993 confirmed but did not add anything to established views

about the immature development of the adolescent brain. This information was not

decisive in the 5–4 US Supreme Court ruling that it was unconstitutional to impose

the death penalty on convicted murderers who were younger than 18 at the time of

their crimes. Underdeveloped myelination in Simmons’ frontal lobes might have

figured in an explanation of why he did not respond to reasons against killing his

victim and did not inhibit his desire and plan to kill her. But immature myelination

in the frontal lobes is a general feature of the adolescent brain, and not every

adolescent with this feature commits the sort of criminal act committed by

Simmons. By itself, this anatomical fact of Simmons’ brain would not establish

whether he was impaired in his capacity to distinguish between right and wrong or

could have inhibited his impulse to kill. This is another illustration of the problem of

establishing a base rate of a certain brain feature and how it correlates with a certain

pattern of behavior. But fine-grained imaging may reveal significant differences

between individuals of the same cohort that could suggest different judgments of

control and criminal responsibility.
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The frontal lobes are particularly affected by synaptic pruning. This is the process

whereby excess cortical synapses are gradually eliminated through childhood and

adolescence in order to increase the efficiency of neuronal transmission. Because

the frontal lobes are subject to synaptic pruning for longer periods than other parts

of the brain, they are more susceptible to disorders caused by the elimination of too

many synapses. One hypothesis for the emergence of psychiatric disorders such as

schizophrenia during adolescence is abnormal synaptic pruning. This brain

abnormality can impair the cognitive and volitional control involved in executive

functions and response inhibition (Paus et al. 2008; Little and Carter 2012). DSI or a

similar technique capable of detecting microstructural changes in the brain could

identify a much greater degree of overpruning in the prefrontal region of a particular

adolescent’s brain than that of others of the same age group. This feature might not

be detectable on a CT or MRI scan.

Suppose that overpruning caused severely impaired synaptic communication

between the frontal lobes and the amygdala in Simmons’ brain. Suppose further that

the overpruning was so extensive that it destroyed neuroplasticity and precluded the

possibility of other brain regions compensating for dysfunction in the frontal-

amygdala pathway. If synaptic overpruning correlates with impaired response

inhibition, and if imaging confirmed severe overpruning in his frontal lobes and

much more excitatory than inhibitory activity in the prefrontal-amygdala pathway,

then one could argue that Simmons was unable to control his desire or impulse to

kill. Therefore, he should not have been held even partly responsible for his action.

This unique finding would provide significant new information to the finding that,

like other adolescents, the offender had immature myelination in his frontal lobes.

While incomplete myelination is a common feature in the adolescent brain and

becomes complete in adulthood, excessive synaptic pruning is not part of this

natural process and is irreversible. The claim that such an individual was not

responsible would have to be supported by behavioral criteria showing similar

response inhibition failures on other occasions. Nevertheless, imaging showing

severe synaptic overpruning, miscommunication between the PFC and the

amygdala, and a severely disabled inhibitory mechanism in his brain could

contribute to an explanation of Simmons’ criminal act in a case-specific way. Based

on adolescent imaging studies, an amicus curiae brief filed by the American

Medical Association, the American Psychiatric Association, and other groups in

Roper stated that ‘‘to a degree never before understood, scientists can now

demonstrate that adolescents are immature not only to the observer’s naked eye, but

in the very fibers of their brains’’ (No. 03-633: 10). An imaging technique

identifying microstructural abnormalities could motivate the more specific claim of

dysfunction and impaired behavior control ‘‘in the very fibers (synaptic connec-

tivity) of this particular individual’s brain.’’

Stephen Morse and William Newsome note that ‘‘simply because [a] mental

disorder played a role in explaining the [defendant’s] behavior does not mean the

behavior could not be controlled’’ (Morse and Newsome 2013: 166). Further, they

say that ‘‘as the refinement of the diagnostic categories and the underlying

neuroscience become ever more sophisticated, we can be reasonably sure that more

precise diagnostic tools will become available. For now, however, neuroscientific
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evidence has little diagnostic utility in individual cases beyond what traditional

clinical interviews and psychological tests provide.’’ (Morse and Newsome 2013:

167). The ‘‘refinement’’ they mention would involve advanced imaging that could

identify diagnostic biomarkers for psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia. As

imaging becomes increasingly able to detect brain abnormalities at cellular and

subcellular levels, it may be able to determine the stage of the disease and whether it

was moderate, moderately severe, or severe. It may be able to detect subtle but

significant differences in people’s brains and at least partly explain why one person

with a psychiatric disorder was able to control her behavior while another person

with the same disorder was not able to do this or had difficulty in doing it. This

could help to clarify distinctions among responsibility, mitigation, and excuse with

respect to criminal acts.

One group of psychologists has conducted a study purportedly showing that

psychopaths know that their actions are wrong but do not care (Cima et al. 2010).

The suggestion is that psychopaths have the capacity to both recognize reasons

against certain actions and translate these reasons into refraining from performing

them. Although they fail to exercise the second capacity, they are nonetheless

morally and criminally responsible for their actions. Neuroimaging evidence could

challenge this position.

One MRI study has shown correlations between reduced gray matter volume in

brain regions associated with empathic processing and pro-social emotions such as

guilt and embarrassment and psychopathic behavior in some men (Gregory et al.

2012). But this finding does not demonstrate that psychopaths cannot conform to

moral and legal norms. Executive functions such as responding to reasons and

forming and carrying out intentions are mediated by a distributed neural network.

The ability to respond to reasons and know the difference between right and wrong

requires a functionally intact PFC. The ability to form and carry out intentions on the

basis of these reasons in addition requires a functionally intact presupplementary

motor area and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The ACC is involved in emotion

regulation, planning, and conflict resolution. The dorsal part of the ACC regulates

cognitive aspects of agency, while the ventral part regulates emotional aspects of

agency. An underactive amygdala associated with impaired capacity for empathy

and responsiveness to fear-inducing stimuli has been implicated as a cause of a

dysfunctional prefrontal-amygdala pathway in psychopathy (Blair 2003). This may

impair the psychopath’s capacity to inhibit impulsive, aggressive behavior. An

underactive ventral ACC could also contribute to this impairment insofar as it fails to

generate and sustain pro-social emotions such as empathy, remorse, and regret.

Current coarse-grained structural and functional imaging may not be able to detect

the differences between a functionally intact dorsal ACC and a dysfunctional ventral

ACC, or how disrupted or underdeveloped synaptic communication between the PFC

and the ventral ACC could impair the capacity to act in accord with reasons and the

rule of law. Micro-level detection of these abnormalities might go some way toward

explaining why the psychopath’s dysfunctional ventral ACC disables inhibitory

mechanisms in the PFC and impairs his ability to refrain from performing criminal

acts. It could support the thesis that the psychopath’s problem is not in recognizing

reasons for appropriate actions but in translating reasons into these actions.
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If one accepts this thesis, then it would support the conclusion of one study that a

person with psychopathic traits could recognize reasons to behave in accord with

moral and legal norms without being able to form and act on intentions based on

these reasons (Mobbs et al. 2007; Amodio and Frith 2006). More generally, imaging

identifying discrete areas of brain function and dysfunction could more clearly

distinguish cognitive and volitional criteria of behavior control in the insanity

defense and confirm that an individual met one but not the other criterion

(M’Naghten’s Case 1843; Model Penal Code 1985; Schweitzer and Saks 2011).

Behavioral evidence would still be needed to support these claims. But by showing

how different neural pathways mediating agency interact at the synaptic level, and

how dysfunction in one component of one or more of these pathways at this level

can interfere with the capacity to form and carry out action plans, advanced imaging

could contribute to a more satisfactory account of the neural basis of reasoning and

decision-making. It could clarify the degree to which a person could or could not

control his behavior.

4 Neuroimaging and Memory

On a sweltering afternoon in June 2013, in the town of Milton, Ontario, Canada,

Leslie McDonald left her 2-year-old grandson, Maximus Huyskens, inside a car for

several hours. The toddler died from hyperthermia, and McDonald was charged

with criminal negligence causing death (Rogers 2013). Maximus had been left in the

care of his grandmother while his father was at work and his mother was at an

appointment. Together with purposefulness, knowledge and recklessness, negli-

gence is one of four culpable states of mind within the Model Penal Code. Despite

being deaf, McDonald appeared to have the mens rea of negligence because she

failed to pay attention when she was creating a substantial risk for the child. In

November 2013, McDonald was found guilty of criminal negligence for failing to

recognize this risk.

Either Leslie McDonald forgot that she had left her grandson in the car, or she

mistakenly believed that doing so did not create a substantial risk for him. If one

accepts the first explanation, then the question arises as to whether she lacked the

capacity to remember leaving the child in the car, or had this capacity but failed to

exercise it. The psychological explanation that she was overloaded with information

while performing multiple cognitive tasks and was unable to pay attention would

not be convincing because a reasonable person would have had the toddler and the

risk foremost in her mind. No scans of McDonald’s brain were taken or introduced

by the defense as evidence in court. There were no clear indications that her

negligence was due to dementia. If her brain had been scanned with CT, MRI, PET,

or fMRI, then there may not have been any signs of the widespread gray-matter

degeneration characteristic of a neurological disorder.

But refined imaging could possibly detect disrupted synaptic connectivity in this

person’s parahippocampal cortex, one of the structures that mediate memory

retrieval (Watrous et al. 2013; Tulving and Craik 2005). This could be caused by a

viral infection or ‘‘silent’’ stroke. Or it could be an early sign of dementia in
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someone who was asymptomatic except for an occasional memory lapse.

Ordinarily, the claim that one should be excused from criminal negligence because

of memory impairment would have to be part of a persistent pattern of forgetting

over time. This could be combined with imaging showing degeneration and reduced

volume in the distributed network consisting of the hippocampus, parahippocampal

cortex, prefrontal cortex, and parietal cortex that mediates memory encoding,

storage, and retrieval. In this case, localized dysfunction in the parahippocampal

cortex while other memory-mediating regions were functionally intact might have

interfered with her capacity to retrieve the memory of leaving her grandson in the

car. Because her brain was not scanned, this is speculative and thus cannot be

proven. If imaging showed that she had this abnormality, though, then theoretically

it might be grounds for questioning the charge of criminal negligence.

Still, imaging suggesting a discrete neurobiological cause of impairment in

memory retrieval would not determine whether McDonald was unable to recall

leaving Maximus in the car or whether she failed to pay attention to the situation.

The hypothetical abnormality in her brain would not be sufficient by itself to

completely explain her behavior. Prosecution could appeal to this point in arguing to

uphold the charge of criminal negligence. The argumentative skills of prosecution

versus defense would be critical in determining how much weight the judge or jury

attributed to what the imaging revealed in such a case. This would depend largely on

the expert witness testimony of a neuroscientist in explaining how micro-level

changes in the parahippocampal cortex might impair memory retrieval. Neuroim-

aging does not yet have the level of resolution where it could demonstrate that

subtle brain abnormalities of the type I have described could explain Leslie

McDonald’s behavior and establish whether or not she acted negligently. But

advanced neuroimaging might be able to achieve this degree of specificity and

clarity and distinguish a person who was able to pay attention but failed to from one

who was unable to do this.

Attempts to assess the accuracy of memory retrieval in eyewitness testimony

through imaging are more fraught with questions about reliability (Schacter and

Loftus 2013). Unlike cases in which imaging might be used to demonstrate an

inability to recall an event in arguing against criminal negligence, imaging in

eyewitness testimony would be used to demonstrate an ability to recall an event or the

face of a person and confirm that he or she was in fact the offender. A victim of or

witness to a criminal offense such as a sexual assault may state confidently that they

recognize the face of the offender. The fusiform face area (FFA) in the brain’s visual

system mediates facial recognition, and the ability of some people to identify a face

seen on a single occasion tends to correlate with increased activity in this area of the

brain. Yet it is possible that the trauma of the assault may cause the FFA to become

hyperactive, which could affect the accuracy of describing the face. Indeed, episodic

memories of events, including traumatic memories of events in which persons are

victims, can be distorted by a number of factors. The negative valence of the event

may reinforce the memory of it for the victim but affect the cognitive aspects of the

memory and alter the witness’ or victim’s account of the factual details of the event. In

addition, memories that have been formed and consolidated need to be updated

through reconsolidation to be relevant to current circumstances. Reconsolidation and
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updating require retrieval, at which time memories are labile and susceptible to

change. Since episodic memories have to be constantly updated, they can be distorted

over time. Recent research has suggested that memories are more relevant to the

future than the past. They enable us to use our past experience to plan for and project

ourselves into the future so that we can adapt better to the demands of the

environment. As part of this adaptive purpose, Joyce Lacy and Craig Stark point out

that ‘‘over time, memories typically become less episodic (highly detailed and

specific) and more semantic (more broad and generalized), as the information is

repeatedly retrieved and re-encoded in varying contexts’’ (Lacy and Stark 2013: 653).

This could be one explanation for why the details of past events become increasingly

difficult to accurately describe the longer the period is between the event and one’s

recall of it. It could also explain why eyewitness testimony can distort memories and is

thus unreliable. Imaging identifying microstructural patterns of synaptic connectivity

could not determine whether an episodic memory is detailed and specific or broad and

generalized because this difference is more about the person’s relationship with her

environment than it is about synaptic connectivity. Changes in the content of a

memory over time may be confirmed through psychological testing but not imaging.

Another confounding factor in relying on memory in a court of law is that there

may be no way of knowing whether a memory recalled during testimony is true or

false. More advanced imaging would not likely enable judges and juries to draw this

distinction. Lacy and Stark support this claim: ‘‘[I]t is difficult to distinguish true

memories from false memories by examining brain activity. The relative amount of

hippocampal activity during the encoding of an event and during subsequent

encoding of misinformation predicts which version will be remembered, even when

participants are confident in the accuracy of their false memory. Thus, the formation

of true and false memories appears to involve the same processes.’’(Lacy and Stark

2013: 654). Further, Lacy and Stark point out that ‘‘some regions in the prefrontal

cortex may be more active during the formation and/or retrieval of false memories

than they are during the formation and/or retrieval of true memories. However, these

differences in activation cannot discriminate true from false on a trial-by-trial

basis.’’ (Lacy and Stark 2013: 654).

These considerations raise questions about the probative value of memory in

eyewitness testimony. Lacy and Stark state that ‘‘jurors should… be instructed that

the memory of an eyewitness should not be considered indelible, even if the event

was traumatic…’’ (Lacy and Stark 2013: 656). They emphasize the need for the legal

system to understand the limitations of using eyewitness testimony in courtroom

proceedings and to improve its reliability. The problems I have outlined suggest that

more sophisticated imaging may not be able to overcome these limitations.

5 Neuroimaging Biomarkers

Earlier, I mentioned that fine-grained imaging could detect biomarkers in the brain

and improve diagnosis of psychiatric disorders. This might provide a clearer

account of whether or to what extent a criminal offender with such a disorder could

control his behavior. Imaging could also be combined with behavioral genetics to
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identify biomarkers for the prediction of future criminal behavior. It could be used

to establish recidivism rates in predicting which criminal offenders would re-offend

and which might be rehabilitated. In one study involving 96 male prisoners asked to

perform a computer task, those with lower activity in the ACC during the task

detected by fMRI were 2-to-3 times more likely to be re-arrested after being

released from prison (Aharoni et al. 2013). This could help to monitor the activity of

offenders and serve as part of a harm reduction program by reducing the probability

of future criminal behavior. Here too imaging has its limitations, however. Along

with the probability of re-offending is the probability that a significant number of

these individuals will not re-offend. Many of these individuals have mental

abnormalities consistent with psychopathy. Yet, as Morse points out, ‘‘psychopathy

is a risk factor for crime. But many might not re-offend despite their mental

abnormality’’ (Morse 2008: 210).

Imaging could also be used as part of a ‘‘screen-and-intervene’’ program to

prevent criminal behavior from occurring in the first place. Some studies have

shown that psychopathic traits are highly heritable and evident at an early age in

affected children (Viding and McCrory 2013). Genetic and prenatal factors

contribute to the abnormal development of neural systems, which, depending on the

influence of social environmental factors, may result in antisocial behavior (Blair

2013). Neuroimaging of children with psychopathic traits and considered to be at

high risk of developing full-blown psychopathy might detect early abnormalities in

prefrontal-ACC-amygdala pathways to confirm this risk. While the ‘‘screen’’

component of such a program might not be controversial, the ‘‘intervene’’

component would be, especially if it involved any form of detention and brain

manipulation that infringed upon the liberty of these individuals. Preventive

detention and psychopharmacological treatment of persons simply because they

posed a risk of harm would not be morally or legally justified.

To date, no cognitive-behavioral or pharmacological interventions have been

able to modulate the brains and behavior of psychopaths. It is possible that

interventions at an early age when the brain is more malleable could have salutary

effects. Behavioral genetics and predictive neuroimaging are based on population

statistics, and one cannot draw a direct inference from the behavior of a population

or group to individual behavior. Michael Rutter emphasizes this point in saying that

‘‘inferences based on biomarker findings must be shown to be robust and valuable at

an individual level. This is more of a challenge than many people appreciate’’

(Rutter 2013: 189). Probability is not certainty. This may be particularly

problematic in the case of adolescents and children considered candidates for

therapeutic or preventive brain interventions. Morse notes that ‘‘the brain of a child

or adolescent deemed at risk of psychopathy could be altered unnecessarily on the

basis of false positive predictions’’ (Morse 2008: 210). There is no good empirical

evidence that safe and effective psychopharmacological interventions for psychop-

athy will be available in the near future. But using imaging to identify brain

biomarkers associated with psychopathic or other antisocial and unlawful behavior

at an early presymptomatic age might lead to modification of the social environment

and have a salutary effect on brain development.
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These considerations suggest replacing the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders (DSM-5) with the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) as the

foundation for diagnosing psychiatric disorders (Insel et al. 2010; Casey et al. 2013).

In the RDoC, diagnosis of these disorders is made on the basis of neurobiology and

genetics as better indices and predictors of behavior than symptoms alone. Rutter

supports this position in claiming that ‘‘we need to consider the possibility that there

may be advantages of making diagnoses on the basis of biological functions rather

than symptom patterns’’ (Rutter 2013: 204). In this respect, the ability of imaging to

identify early-stage neurobiological abnormalities in children and adolescents and

possibly predict future criminal behavior could be a valuable contribution to

forensic psychiatry.

6 The Translation Problem

Judges are gatekeepers in determining the admissibility of imaging data in criminal

court proceedings. In the United States, they often rely on expert testimony by

neuroscientists and invoke Federal Rule of Evidence 403 in making this

determination. This empowers them ‘‘to exclude relevant evidence if its probative

value is substantially outweighed by a danger of… unfair prejudice, confusing the

issues, misleading the jury’’ (cited by Jones et al. 2013: 733). Judges and jurors need

guidance from neuroscientists explaining the meaning of imaging data to reduce the

risk of misinterpretation of this information in determining whether it is legally

relevant. This may not completely disabuse jurors of psychological and social

attitudes that could unduly influence their assessment of the information or cause

them to have an oversimplified understanding of the relation between the brain and

behavior. Assuming that the probability of this occurring could be reduced by

neuroscience education, judges would still have the discretion of deciding whether

this information was reliable, relevant, probative, and admissible. While these

decisions rely crucially on neuroscientific expertise and empirical knowledge of

neurobiology, whether or how this knowledge is admitted in criminal court

proceedings is a normative decision.

The Frye test is intended to guide judges in determining the admissibility of

scientific evidence (Frye v. United States, 1923). The more recent Daubert standard

specifies four scientific criteria that must be met for imaging data to be legally

admissible (Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 1993). These include the

testability of the evidence, whether it has been subjected to peer-review and

publication, the known potential rate of error with the technique, and whether it is

generally accepted within the scientific community (Greely 2013: 126). Consistent

with the US Federal Rule of Evidence 702, the Daubert standard says that the

opinions of scientific expert witnesses are admissible ‘‘only if a judge is satisfied

that they are helpful and appropriately scientific and that they have been correctly

applied to the case at hand.’’ (Jones et al. 2013: 732) Because a judge may rule that

information about a defendant’s brain is not applicable to a particular case, or that

the probative value of the information is outweighed by jury bias or prejudice, what

is scientifically reliable and relevant may not be legally reliable or admissible. This
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occurred in the Dugan case, where the judge disallowed images of Dugan’s brain to

be shown to the jury. Brain data may be pro tanto relevant but deemed not

sufficiently probative and thus inadmissible by a judge because of her belief that it

may have a distorting effect on jury deliberation. Significantly, this determination

would be based on the judge’s perception of how the jury would respond to the

information. It would be a normative judgment about the interpretation of the

information rather than an empirical judgment about the information itself.

Indeed, the process of reaching consensus within the neuroscience community on

the meaning and significance of brain scans is also at least partly normative.

Neuroscientists must agree on how the data should be collected and interpreted, and

this in turn will influence how they explain neurobiology and neurophysiology to

judges and juries. Jones and coauthors state: ‘‘Neuroscientists are in the best

position to point out that scanners do not actually generate fMRI brain images and

that the images are instead generated through a series of (human) decisions about

how the data should be processed, what statistical comparisons should be made and

what statistical thresholds should be used in those comparisons’’ (Jones et al. 2013:

734, emphasis added).

The probative value and admissibility of neuroimaging data in criminal law is not

solely a function of the imaging and what it might reveal of the defendant’s brain

but also of factors independent of the technique and the brain. These include the

defendant’s behavior and how it is influenced by environmental cues at the time of

the criminal act. They also include how neuroscientists decide on whether imaging

data is scientifically valid and reliable, and how psychological and social attitudes

influence the judge’s and jury’s assessment of the data.

Unlike the potential ‘‘outsized impact’’ of PET- or fMRI-generated colored

images of regional brain dysfunction on juries, abnormalities identified by fine-

grained imaging in discrete brain regions could have an ‘‘undersized impact’’ on

them. They may not appropriately consider whether subtle changes in brain

processes could partly explain the offender’s behavior and be legally relevant.

Micro-level dysfunction might not always be less legally relevant than macro-level

dysfunction. This could put more of a burden on neuroscientists in explaining the

complexity of neurobiology to judges and juries and that brain processes at both

levels may influence thought and action. Also, when they are not contextualized to

distributed brain activity, abnormalities in localized brain activity could lend

themselves to ambiguity. This information could be used for different purposes by

prosecution and defense in arguing for or against responsibility, mitigation, or

excuse.

The attribution of criminal responsibility to individuals is a normative legal

practice. Morse asserts that ‘‘neurodata must therefore be considered in light of the

behavioral data and normative considerations. It cannot resolve the legal question to

which it may potentially be relevant.’’ (Morse 2011: 558). He argues further that

‘‘whatever neuroevidence is adduced must be translated into the folk psychological

criteria the law employs. That is, the expert must be able to explain precisely how,

for example, the neuroevidence bears on whether the agent acted, formed a required

mens rea, or met the criteria for an excusing condition’’ (Morse 2011: 538–539;

Morse 2013: 32; Morse 2014; Berlin 2014). A folk psychological model that
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includes mental states such as desires, beliefs, and intentions to explain actions is

the theoretical foundation of the legal practice of attributing responsibility. There

are limits to how helpful the neuroscience expert can be in educating judges and

juries about brain imaging because the relevant explanation is not neuroscientific.

With a view to explaining the behavior of a criminal offender, Morse says that

the ‘‘ultimate goal would be a reflective conceptual-empirical equilibrium’’ (Morse

2011: 539). From his other comments, we can assume that Morse would use

‘conceptual’ and ‘normative’ interchangeably. Yet the elements in a reflective

equilibrium are in a dynamic symmetrical relation where each influences and is

influenced by the other. If behavioral criteria and the mental states of an offender

constitute the conceptual foundation of the law, and if this foundation is not

empirical but normative, then it seems that there can be no approximation to the sort

of reflective equilibrium Morse envisions. Because the law is fundamentally a

normative institution, the process of translation can move in only one direction:

from the empirical to the normative. Frederick Schauer doubts that there could be an

equilibrium between law and neuroscience and that neuroscience will be able to

resolve all questions of criminal responsibility: ‘‘The goals of the legal system differ

from those of science, and thus what is good enough for science might still not be

good enough for law, and what is not good enough for science might sometimes be

good enough for law. Science must inform the legal system about reliability rates

and degrees of validity, but whether some rate or degree is good enough for some

legal purpose is a question of law and not of science’’ (Schauer 2009: 102).

Advanced neuroimaging could identify dysfunction at cellular and subcellular

levels of the brain and link it to behavior. But this would not alter the fundamental

difference between the empirical enterprise of neuroscience and the normative

enterprise of the criminal law. Fine-grained imaging will better inform and clarify

the question of why a particular individual performed a criminal act at a particular

time. By itself, though, imaging will not provide definitive answers to this or more

general questions about control and responsibility.

7 Conclusion

I have described some of the limitations of structural and functional neuroimaging

in the criminal law. I have explored how fine-grained imaging identifying discrete

abnormalities in synaptic connectivity could clarify the question of whether a

criminal offender could control his behavior. This information would be highly

case-specific and could distinguish individuals from groups in helping to determine

whether or to what extent brain abnormalities interfered with an individual’s

capacity to respond to reasons and conform to legal norms. It could confirm that an

individual met or failed to meet rational and volitional criteria of control and justify

claims of responsibility, mitigation, or excuse. Still, the science of advanced

neuroimaging would face at least five problems.

First, fine-grained imaging showing cellular and subcellular activity in the brain

probably would not provide a conclusive answer to the question of whether an

individual lacked the capacity to control her behavior, was impaired in this capacity
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and had difficulty exercising it, or had full capacity but failed to exercise it when she

committed a criminal act. Severe macro-level abnormalities may answer this

question in some cases. But in most cases measures of micro-level brain activity

will be only one component in an account of behavior. Second, the interpretation of

brain images by neuroscientists and their translation of this data into a legal

framework are not entirely empirical but also a normative enterprise involving

factors beyond the data itself. Third, assuming that neuroscientists suitably inform

judges and juries of the meaning of brain scans, this will not eliminate the potential

for bias and prejudice among jurors in their interpretation, or misinterpretation, of

the information. Fourth, judges must weigh the probative value of this evidence

against the risk of juror bias and prejudice in assessing whether the information is

legally reliable, relevant, and admissible. While this information is empirical, a

judge’s assessment of it is normative and will be influenced by factors other than the

science of neuroimaging. Fifth, neuroimaging would be prohibitively expensive and

not feasible for use on a regular basis in criminal court proceedings. QEEG would

be less costly than fMRI or the more advanced DSI or dfMRI. But it would not have

the same degree of spatial and temporal resolution in identifying what could be

behaviorally and legally relevant micro-level brain abnormalities.

These limitations notwithstanding, fine-grained neuroimaging could play an

increasingly important role in diagnosing neurobiological conditions associated

with criminal behavior of individuals and predicting future criminal behavior. The

ability of advanced imaging to identify micro-level brain features could comple-

ment the ability of current imaging to identify macro-level features in contributing

to a more accurate account of criminal acts. It could confirm assessments of

cognitive and volitional control of actions when behavioral evidence is ambiguous

or not conclusive (Roskies and Morse 2013). But it would not replace behavior as

the standard for assessing control and responsibility in the criminal law. Advanced

neuroimaging will supplement the law’s folk psychological framework. It will better

inform legal practices but will not explain them away on the mistaken view that it

can offer a complete account of human thought and behavior.
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